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Abstract

Many factors can influence the way in which we perceive painful events and noxious stimuli,

but less is known about how pain perception is altered by explicit knowledge about the

impending sensation. This study aimed to investigate the impact of explicit cueing on anxi-

ety, arousal, and pain experience during the anticipation and delivery of noxious thermal

heat stimulations. Fifty-two healthy volunteers were randomised to receive explicit instruc-

tions about visual cue-stimulus temperature pairings, or no explicit instructions about the

cue-stimulus pairs. A pain anxiety task was used to investigate the effects of explicit cueing

on anticipatory anxiety, pain experience and electrophysiological responses. Participants

who received explicit instructions about the cue-stimulus pairs (i.e., the relationship between

the colour of the cue and the temperature of the associated stimuli) reported significantly

higher subjective anxiety prior to the delivery of the thermal heat stimuli (p = .025, partial eta

squared = .10). There were no effects of explicit cueing on subsequent pain intensity,

unpleasantness, or the electrophysiological response to stimulus delivery. The perceived

intensity and unpleasantness of the stimuli decreased across the blocks of the paradigm. In

both groups anticipating the ambiguous cue elicited the largest change in electrophysiologi-

cal arousal, indicating that not knowing the impending stimulus temperature led to increased

arousal, compared to being certain of receiving a high temperature thermal stimulus (both p

< .001). Perceived stimulus intensity varied between ambiguous and non-ambiguous cues,

depending on the temperature of the stimulus. Together these findings highlight the impact

and importance of explicit cueing and uncertainty in experimental pain studies, and how

these factors influence the way healthy individuals perceive and react to noxious and innoc-

uous thermal stimuli.
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Introduction

Pain has been defined as the distressing experience associated with actual or potential tissue

damage, involving sensory, emotional, cognitive, and social components [1], and is clearly far

more complex and multifaceted than simply the transmission of nociceptive signals. There is a

complex, non-linear relationship between nociceptive input and the intensity of pain that is

perceived by an individual [2]. Pain experience can almost be conceptualised as a parallel to

perceptual illusions, whereby pain perception is influenced by all of the available information,

including prior experiences, and what the person expects to happen [3]. This study was

designed to examine whether pain experience varies in relation to whether we do, or do not

know what to expect about an impending thermal heat stimulus (i.e., the temperature of the

stimulus). Understanding how the perception and experience of pain is influenced by certainty

and expectations is critically important for experimental pain research.

Due to its complex nature, the quantification and assessment of pain can be challenging. In

empirical studies participants are frequently asked to report their pain experience on a rating

scale, which is usually linear with semantic anchors of no pain to worst pain at each extreme

(e.g., the numerical ratings scale, NRS). This psychophysical method for pain reporting has

been used extensively for decades by researchers and clinicians to examine the effects of a

range of factors (e.g., pharmacological manipulations) on pain perception [4]. Many research-

ers also monitor skin conductance and/or heart rate to assess autonomic responses to painful

stimuli, with most demonstrating increases in both heart rate [5–9] and skin conductance [10–

13] following the delivery of painful stimuli.

Pain can serve as a protective mechanism to warn us of potential or actual danger. However,

in some situations, particularly experimental or research situations, avoiding pain is not possi-

ble [14]. Under these circumstances the anticipation of pain leads to physiological responses

(i.e., increased autonomic arousal, anxiety, and perceived pain intensity of a painful stimulus),

which essentially prepare the individual for protective behaviours to promote recuperation [15,

16]. When an individual is presented with the threat of a potentially painful stimulus, there is

also typically a surge in sympathetic arousal [17], with increases in blood pressure and the skin

conductance response (SCR) compared to a resting state [18–20], which serve to prepare one

for action to avoid harm. Inhibitory parasympathetic arousal then elicits a decrease in heart rate

(HR), to facilitate orienting responses, focussed attention and sensory processing [21].

Providing specific information about an upcoming event can bring about expectations of

potentially painful events i.e., the expectation effect [22–27]. Consequently, a noxious stimulus

is perceived as more intense if the stimulus is preceded by a cue that denotes a higher intensity

stimulus, compared to if it was preceded by a cue that denotes a lower intensity stimulus [22,

28, 29]. Similar effects can be observed in clinical settings. For example, higher ratings of pain

are given during a procedure by patients who were warned (another form of cueing or prim-

ing) that they will perceive a “sting” prior to venous blood sampling [30] or the insertion of an

intravenous cannula [31], compared to patients who were not warned beforehand.

It is not clear how explicit knowledge of stimulus intensity influences self-reported and

electrophysiological arousal during the anticipation and experience of potentially painful sti-

muli, especially in an experimental study. Understanding the effects of explicit cueing on

responses to noxious experimental stimuli is critical as these responses have, and will continue

to, affect the interpretation of experimental data. This consideration is important for the

design of future experimental pain research studies. For the present study we designed an

experimental task that would allow us to investigate the impact of explicit cueing on self-

reported anticipatory anxiety, arousal, and thermal (heat) pain experience in response to both

ambiguous and unambiguous cues.

Effects of explicit cueing on pain perception and experience
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Participants were randomised to receive either detailed, explicit instructions about the task

(“Hint” group), or very sparse instructions (“No Hint” group), before starting the task. We

hypothesised that participants in the “Hint” group, compared to the “No Hint” group, would

(a) report increased anticipatory anxiety and display increased electrophysiological arousal

(i.e., HR and SCR) during the anticipation of a noxious thermal heat stimulus; (b) provide

higher ratings of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness in response the stimuli; and (c) dis-

play increased levels of electrophysiological arousal during the experience of thermal stimuli,

particularly for thermal stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue (designed to create an atmo-

sphere of uncertainty and heightened anxiety).

Method

Participants

A convenience sample of fifty-two healthy students and young professionals (mean age = 21.9

years, range = 18 to 36 years, 26 females) from Monash University and the surrounding areas

participated in the experiment, which was approved by the Monash University Human

Research Ethics Committee (project number CF14/1640–2014000772). All participants pro-

vided written informed consent. This sample size is similar to samples recruited in prior

empirical studies investigating pain and pain anxiety [32, 33]. Potential participants were

screened for eligibility against the exclusion criteria, described below, prior to being invited to

participate in the study. Data on volunteers who did not meet the inclusion criteria were not

recorded. No participants withdrew from the study after providing consent. Potential partici-

pants were excluded from the study if they self-reported acute or chronic pain (i.e., pain that is

persistent for more than three months); current analgesic or psychotropic medication use; col-

our blindness; or other medical conditions suspected or known to be associated with pain sen-

sitivity (e.g., diabetes, neurodegenerative diseases, or previous injuries and major trauma).

Participants were also excluded if they were identified to be at risk of anxious/depressive disor-

ders and/or suicidal ideation (see ‘Mood Questionnaires’). Prior to the experimental testing

session participants were instructed to abstain from alcohol for 24 hours, and caffeinated bev-

erages and nicotine for four hours as these are known to influence pain perception and auto-

nomic arousal. Compliance with these criteria were noted by self-report.

Electrophysiological data

This study used an 8/35 PowerLab unit and dual BioAmplifier (AD Instruments, Sydney, Aus-

tralia) for continuous measurement of HR and SCR. For HR, a five-lead electrocardiogram

(ECG) was used with disposable, pre-gelled electrodes (35mm diameter, Coviden). The raw

ECG signal was filtered with a 0.3 to 20 Hz band-pass filter, sampled at a rate of 2000 Hz,

before being smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter (window width 155 samples). To measure

SCR, finger electrodes (MLT116F) were placed on the ventral surface of the proximal phalanx

of the second and fourth fingers of the participants’ non-dominant hand. Prior to the com-

mencement of the experimental task both circuit- and subject-zeroing was performed for SCR

to account for inter-individual variability between participants. HR and SCR data were moni-

tored and analysed using LabChart Pro version 7.3.7 software (AD Instruments, Sydney,

Australia).

Thermal stimuli

The Medoc Pathway Pain and Sensory Evaluation System (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems

Ltd, Ramat Yishay, Israel) with Medoc Main Station software version 6.3.6.18.1 was utilised to
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deliver thermal stimulations to participants. The Pathway system allows for exact, controllable

delivery of thermal stimuli using the Contact Heat Evoked Potentials (CHEPS) thermode. The

CHEPS thermode has a round contact area of 573 mm2 (27 mm in diameter) and can produce

temperatures between 30˚C and 55˚C, with the ability to increase in temperature at a rate of

70˚C/second. The CHEPS thermode was securely attached to the volar surface of the partici-

pant’s dominant arm, 5 cm proximal from the wrist crease with a Velcro strap. The baseline

temperature for the thermode throughout the pain anxiety task was 32˚C, the same as the

“innocuous stimulus”.

Pain anxiety task

The pain anxiety task comprised three blocks, with 24 trials per block. The sequence for an

individual trial is provided in Fig 1. All visual cues (i.e., coloured crosses) were presented to

participants via a Dell Latitude E6440 laptop computer with a 14” screen, with a standard

white background, using SuperLab version 4.5 presentation software. When presented on the

laptop computer screen, the coloured crosses were 10.5 cm high and 11.6 cm wide, with a

visual angle of 10.91˚. Each trial started with a fixation cross (always presented for 4 s), fol-

lowed by an anticipatory cue (always presented for 4 s), and then the thermal stimulus was

always delivered over a four second period. The cues indicated that the temperature of the

stimulus would be high (45˚C), low-moderate (41˚C), innocuous (32˚C), or that the stimulus

could be any of those three temperatures (i.e., ambiguous). Temperatures were selected based

on screening the literature [34], and pilot testing in a separate sample, to identify temperatures

that were consistently rated as high (i.e., 6-10/10), low (i.e., 3-5/10), and innocuous (i.e., 0-2/

10) in the majority of healthy young adults. The authors were more interested in the effects of

explicit cueing and uncertainty on the anticipation and experience of pain, rather than investi-

gating individual differences in sensitivity to pain. Therefore, this study employed a response-

dependent methodology, where consistent temperatures were used for all participants and the

responses to these stimuli were measures, rather than a stimulus-dependent methodology [35],

where the stimulus temperatures are personalised to individual participant sensitivity.

Response-dependent methodologies have previously been used in studies investigating the

effect of cueing, fear, and threat on the anticipation and experience of pain [32, 33, 36]. Over

the course of each block, each target temperature was delivered eight times in pseudorando-

mised order. Half of the trials were specific (i.e., they were preceded by an unambiguous cue),

while the remaining 50% were preceded by the ambiguous cue. The ambiguous cue was

included as a condition where we aimed to create greater anxiety in participants as a conse-

quence of the uncertain nature of the following stimulus. The relationship between the visual

cue presented and the temperature of the paired thermal stimulus is summarised in Table 1.

Before commencing the experiment, participants were randomly allocated into one of two

groups and were given standardised written instructions in a sealed opaque envelope labelled

with their individual participant number. Participants were instructed to open the envelope

and read the written instructions, ensuring that the experimenter was unable to see what was

written on their instructions to ensure the experimenter was blinded to participant allocation.

Participants were allowed to read through the instructions as many times as necessary to

understand them, but were not allowed to seek clarification about the written instructions

from the researcher. When the participant was comfortable with their understanding of the

instructions the participant placed the instructions back in the opaque envelope and resealed

it, ensuring that the researcher remained blinded to their group allocation for the duration of

the session. The envelopes remained resealed until data from all participants had been col-

lected and entered, after which the experimenter was unblinded to group allocations. All

Effects of explicit cueing on pain perception and experience
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participants received the following written instructions: “In this experiment you will be pre-
sented with a series of cues, with thermal stimuli following each cue. Following each stimulus you
will be asked a series of questions relating to how you experienced and perceived the cue and its
paired stimulus”. Participants in the “Hint” group then received a significantly more detailed

description of the relationship between the colour of the visual cue and the intensity of the

associated thermal stimulus compared to the “No Hint” group (see S1 Table for a detailed

explanation).

Immediately after each trial participants were asked to rate their anticipatory anxiety, pain

intensity, and pain unpleasantness using computerised 11-point NRSs, which appeared as a

number line on the laptop screen, with anchors of 0 (not at all anxious/no pain/not

Fig 1. Trial design for the pain anxiety task. Note that although the duration of the stimulus in Fig 1 is listed as four seconds,

this includes one second for the thermode to increase from the baseline temperature to the target temperature, and an

additional second for the thermode to return to the baseline temperature following the two second application of the stimulus at

the target temperature. A 0.5s ‘beep’ signalled the commencement of thermal stimulus delivery. After each stimulus was

delivered participants were prompted to provide ratings of anticipatory anxiety, pain intensity, and pain unpleasantness.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g001

Table 1. Relationship between visual cues and stimulus temperatures.

Cue Colour R G B Stimulus Temperature

Pink 225 0 102 32˚C

Orange 247 150 70 41˚C

Purple 128 100 162 45˚C

Blue 75 172 198 32 or 41 or 45˚C

Note: Each block comprised 24 stimuli, in which each target temperature was delivered eight times in

pseudorandomised order; 50% preceded by their partnered unambiguous cue, while the remaining 50%

were preceded by the ambiguous cue. The RGB values refer to the additive colour model in which red,

green, and blue are added together to produce a broad array of colours.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.t001
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unpleasant), 5 (mildly anxious/mildly painful/mildly unpleasant), and 10 (extremely anxious/

worst pain/extremely unpleasant) by pressing the corresponding number on a computer key-

pad with their finger. Keys 0–9 of the computer keypad had been coded in SuperLab to corre-

spond to ratings of 0–9 (i.e., pressing the 0 key indicated a rating of 0), while the ‘+’ key of the

computer keypad had been coded in SuperLab to correspond to a rating of 10. Stickers labelled

with the numbers 0 to 10 had been placed over the relevant keys on the computer keypad for

the sake of the participants. Participants were familiarised with the layout of the response key-

pad prior to commencing the pain anxiety task. Participants could only rate whole numbers

(i.e., 7 or 8, but not 7.4). Throughout the pain anxiety task ratings were always presented and

answered in the following order: anticipatory anxiety, pain intensity, and pain unpleasantness.

The collection of subjective ratings of anticipatory anxiety, pain intensity, and pain unpleas-

antness at the conclusion of the trial rather than following the presentation of the visual cue) is

consistent with previous research investigating the effects of cueing, fear, and threat on the

anticipation and experience of pain [15, 16, 32, 33, 36, 37]. The difference between pain inten-

sity and unpleasantness was illustrated by an analogy according to Price et al. [38]. In brief, the

analogy relates the concepts of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness to listening to sound

(e.g., a radio). As the volume of the radio increases, one can perceive how loud (i.e., intense) it

sounds, as well as how unpleasant it is to hear it at that volume. This distinction is clarified

because we know that pain unpleasantness is only partially related to stimulus intensity, and a

range of other factors that influence affective experiences of pain. Participants were given up

to 12 seconds to complete these ratings. Electrophysiological data (SCR and HR) were

recorded continuously throughout the duration of the three phases of each individual trial (fix-

ation, anticipation, and stimulus delivery).

Mood questionnaires

The Beck Depression Inventory-II [BDI-II; 39] and the Beck Anxiety Inventory [BAI; 40] are

both 21-item self-report measures designed to assess the severity of symptoms of depressive

and anxious disorders within the last two weeks, respectively. These questionnaires have excel-

lent psychometric properties and have been recommended for use in pain research [41]. Par-

ticipants completed the BDI-II and BAI during the testing sessions prior to commencing the

experimental task. Where responses from the BDI-II and/or BAI indicated that the participant

was “at risk” of moderate anxious/depressive disorders and/or suicidal ideation (indicated by a

score of� eight on the BAI, a score of� 19 on the BDI-II, and a score of� two on item nine

of the BDI-II, respectively) the testing session was stopped immediately, the participant was

excluded from the study, and recommended to follow up with their doctor and/or the appro-

priate counselling services. Based on the BDI-II and BAI responses, seven individuals scored

above the cut-off ranges. These potential participants were excluded due to the known associa-

tions between such disorders and altered pain perception [42].

Procedure

Participants were assigned sequential participant numbers by author LMT. These participant

numbers had previously been randomised to either the “Hint” or the “No Hint” groups by a

research assistant who did not have participant contact and was not involved in data collection.

Both the experimenter and participant were unaware of group allocation during the testing

session. The experimenter was only unblinded to the participant’s group allocation after com-

pleting all data collection and extraction. Participants were informed that the current study

was investigating how pain experience and physiological arousal varied over time.

Effects of explicit cueing on pain perception and experience
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Testing was always scheduled between 9am and 6:30pm, and all sessions followed the same

general procedure. Participants were greeted by a male experimenter, who guided them

through the experimental tasks. Participants completed baseline demographics and mood

questionnaires (i.e., the BDI-II and BAI) before commencing the experiment. The current

study formed part of a larger experimental investigation, and the results of other tasks admin-

istered have been discussed elsewhere [43].

Data reduction and analysis

As per Bradley et al. [32], to assess the change in SCR and HR to the presentation of the visual

cue (i.e., the anticipation period), change scores were generated for each half-second epoch fol-

lowing the cue presentation relative to the 0.5 s prior to cue onset (i.e., the last 0.5 s of the fixa-

tion period) for a period of 4 s. That is, each half second change score was calculated by

subtracting the SCR and HR value 0.5 s prior to cue onset from the SCR and HR value from

each half-second epoch that followed the onset of cue presentation. This resulted in eight

change scores that indicated how SCR and HR changed from the pre-presentation baseline

over time. The maximum change was then identified within a three second period during cue

presentation as an index of maximal response during anticipation of the stimulus. The first

second of the anticipatory period was excluded as HR and SCR responses to a stimulus will

not show significant change until approximately one second after stimulus onset [44]. The

same process was followed to determine electrophysiological responses during the stimulus

period (except that these change scores remained relative to the last 0.5 s of the anticipation

period) and the maximum change score was identified within the seven second period follow-

ing the commencement of stimulus delivery from a total of fourteen 0.5 s epochs (again, the

first second following the commencement of stimulus delivery was excluded from analysis).

The change scores during anticipation and stimulus experience were screened for univariate

outliers [45] and corrected using the Winsorizing method [46] within each participant group.

The maximum SCR and HR change scores for each anticipation and stimulus response period

were then averaged across the same trial types in each testing block. The anticipatory

electrophysiological data and subjective ratings of anxiety were calculated in response to the

presentation of each of the three non-ambiguous cues (i.e., high pain, low pain, and innocuous

sensation) and the ambiguous cue (unknown pain). The electrophysiological data following

stimulus delivery and the subjective ratings of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness were cal-

culated in response to the intensity of the stimulus delivered (i.e., 45˚C, 41˚C, or 32˚C) and the

nature of the preceding cue (i.e., ambiguous or non-ambiguous).

Data were analysed with SPSS 20. A p value of< .05 was considered to be statistically signif-

icant, and Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were applied to post hoc analysis

results to counteract the likelihood of Type I error [47]. Demographic and questionnaire mea-

sures were compared between “Hint” and “No Hint” participant groups using t-tests (or

Mann-Whitney U tests where violations of the assumption of normality were made). There

were multiple violations of the assumption of normality for the subjective ratings data (partic-

ularly for ratings of the lower intensity stimuli), highlighting that careful consideration of the

use of repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was required. We ran simple non-

parametric comparisons, and ANOVAs, and found that the effects were consistent across

approaches (S1 File), and so we elected to report the results from the ANOVAs. We also

checked for the presence of within-subject outliers by comparing means with trimmed means

(i.e., removing the lowest and highest value per variable within a subject). Comparison of the

descriptive data, and results from repeated measures ANOVA of the trimmed and untrimmed

means (S2 File) revealed the same results and so the untrimmed means are reported herein.

Effects of explicit cueing on pain perception and experience
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Furthermore, ANOVA is not overly sensitive to violations of the assumption of normality, as

has been found in simulation studies using a variety of non-normal distributions [48–50]. Sub-

sequently, we were confident that the use of repeated measures ANOVA, for untrimmed

means, was appropriate.

The effect of explicit cueing on anticipatory anxiety and arousal was determined with a

mixed 2 x 3 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA with GROUP (Hint/No Hint) as the between-sub-

jects factor, and BLOCK of the pain anxiety task (1/2/3) and colour of the CUE (Purple/

Orange/Pink/Blue) as within-subjects factors. The effect of explicit cueing on the subjective

response to the delivery of the stimulus was determined with a mixed 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 repeated

measures ANOVA, with GROUP (Hint/No Hint) as the between-subjects factor, and

NATURE (Non-ambiguous/Ambiguous), TEMPERATURE of the stimulus (45˚C/41˚C/

32˚C), and BLOCK of the pain anxiety task (1/2/3) as within-subject factors. Simple effects

analyses were performed as post-hoc tests, where appropriate, with Bonferroni adjustments.

Where Mauchly’s test indicated violations of the assumption of sphericity, the Huynh-Feldt

correction was applied where estimates of sphericity were greater than 0.75, and the Green-

house-Geisser correction was used when the estimates of sphericity were less than 0.75 [51].

Data from six participants was lost due to equipment malfunction (i.e., either the laptop

computer controlling the Pathway unit or the laptop computer displaying the visual cues to

the participants froze) on some trials. The final sample sizes were 46 for the HR data (25

males) and 47 for the SCR data (23 males). Despite the lost data the two participant groups

(i.e., “Hint” and “No Hint”) retained approximately equal sample ratios for all analyses.

Results

Sample description

Participant groups did not differ with respect to age, depression, or anxiety (Table 2).

Subjective anxiety ratings

There was a main effect of GROUP on subjective anxiety ratings; F(1, 49) = 5.32, p = .025, par-

tial eta squared (η2
p) = .10. Participants in the “Hint” group reported higher levels of subjective

anxiety (M = 2.61, SE = 0.36) compared to the “No Hint” participants (M = 1.38, SE = 0.36, p =

.025). There was also a main effect of CUE on subjective anxiety ratings; F(1.82. 89.28) = 28.54,

p< .001, η2
p = .37. The Purple cue (always preceding a 45˚C thermal stimulus; M = 3.21,

SE = 0.40) yielded higher ratings of subjective anxiety than the Orange (always preceding a

41˚C thermal stimulus; M = 1.52, SE = 0.23, p< .001), Pink (always preceding a 32˚C thermal

stimulus; M = 1.12, SE = 0.23, p< .001), and Blue (always preceding a thermal stimulus of

ambiguous temperature; M = 2.24, SE = 0.29, p< .001) cues. The Blue cue yielded higher rat-

ings of subjective anxiety than the Orange (p = .007) and Pink (p = .001) cues. The Orange cue

Table 2. Patient demographic data.

Hint Group No Hint Group p

Sex (M:F) 13:13 13:13 - - -

Age 21.88 (3.49) 21.96 (3.61) .897*

BDI-II 3.35 (3.38) 3.19 (3.24) .824*

BAI-II 2.15 (2.09) 2.58 (1.86) .269*

Data is presented as mean (SD).

* Denotes a violation of the assumption of normality, hence Mann Whitney U test performed.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.t002
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yielded higher ratings of subjective anxiety than the Pink cue (p = .02). There was no main

effect of BLOCK on subjective anxiety ratings (p = .68).

There was a GROUP x CUE interaction; F(1.82, 89.28) = 9.60, p< .001, η2
p = .16; Fig 2.

Post-hoc analyses revealed that in the “Hint” group, the Purple cue yielded higher ratings of

subjective anxiety than the Orange (Mean difference = 2.38, p< .001), Pink (Mean differ-

ence = 3.34, p< .001), and Blue (Mean difference = 1.30, p = .001) cues; the Blue cue yielded

higher ratings of subjective anxiety than the Orange (Mean difference = 1.08, p = .003) and

Pink (Mean difference = 2.04, p =< .001) cues; and the Orange cue yielded higher ratings of

subjective anxiety than the Pink cue (Mean difference = 0.96, p< .001). There were no differ-

ences in subjective anxiety ratings between cues for the “No Hint” group.

There was a CUE x BLOCK interaction for subjective anxiety ratings; F(2.86, 140.30) =

8.27, p< .001, η2
p = .14; Fig 3. Post-hoc analyses revealed that this was specific to the Orange

(i.e., the medium temperature of 41˚C; Fig 3C) and Pink cues (i.e., the innocuous temperature

of 32˚C). The presentation of the Orange cue in Block 1 and Block 2 yielded higher ratings of

subjective anxiety than the presentation of the same cue in Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.39, p
= .01, Mean difference = .25, p = .04). Likewise, the presentation of the Pink cue in Block 1 and

Block 2 yielded higher ratings of subjective anxiety than the presentation of the same cue in

Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.56, p< .001, Mean difference = 0.49, p = .002, respectively).

There were no differences in subjective ratings of anxiety over blocks in response to the Purple,

or Blue cues. There were no other interactions (S2 Table).

Anticipatory heart rate change

There was no main effect of GROUP on anticipatory HR change (p = .16). There was a main

effect of CUE on anticipatory HR change; F(3, 141) = 82.08, p< .001, η2
p = .64; Fig 4A. Post-

hoc analyses revealed that the presentation of the Blue cue (always preceding a thermal

Fig 2. Subjective anxiety ratings (CUE x GROUP interaction). (A) “Hint” participants, and (B) “No Hint” participants. The Purple cue always

preceded a 45˚C stimulus, the Orange cue always preceded a 41˚C stimulus, the Pink cue always preceded a 32˚C stimulus, and the Blue cue

always preceded an ambiguous stimulus. Data presented as mean (standard error). * p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g002
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stimulus of ambiguous temperature; M = -9.48, SE = 0.52) elicited a larger decrease in HR

compared to the Purple (M = -4.38, SE = 0.39, p< .001), Orange (M = -4.35, SE = 0.40, p<
.001), and Pink (M = -4.83, SE = 0.40, p< .001) cues. There was no main effect of BLOCK on

anticipatory HR change (p = .14), nor were there any interaction effects (S3 Table).

Anticipatory skin conductance response change

There was no main effect of GROUP on anticipatory SCR change (p = .88). There was a main

effect of CUE on anticipatory SCR change; F(2.03, 95.25) = 48.34, p< .001, η2
p = .51; Fig 4B.

Fig 3. Subjective anxiety ratings (CUE x BLOCK) interaction. (A) Purple cue (always preceded a 45˚C stimulus), (B) Orange cue (always

preceded a 41˚C stimulus), (C) Pink cue (always preceded a 32˚C stimulus), and (D) Blue cue (always preceded a stimulus of ambiguous

temperature). Data presented as mean (standard error). * p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g003
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Post-hoc analyses revealed that the presentation of the Blue cue (always preceding a thermal

stimulus of ambiguous temperature; M = 0.43, SE = 0.05) elicited a larger SCR increase than

the presentation of the Purple (M = 0.10, SE = 0.03, p< .001), Orange (M = 0.01, SE = 0.03, p
< .001), and Pink (M = 0.08, SE = 0.03, p< .001) cues. The presentation of the Pink cue elic-

ited a larger SCR increase than the presentation of the Orange cue (p = .01). There was no

main effect of BLOCK on anticipatory SCR change (p = .58).

There was a CUE x BLOCK interaction for anticipatory SCR change; F(6, 282) = 6.61, p<
.001, η2

p = .12; Fig 5. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the presentation of the Purple cue (i.e.,

preceding the 45˚C) in Block 3 elicited a larger SCR increase than the presentation of the same

cue in Block 2 (Mean difference = 0.15, p = .002), but not Block 1. The presentation of the

Orange cue (i.e., preceding the 41˚C stimulus) in Block 1 elicited a larger SCR increase than

the presentation of the same cue in Block 2 (Mean difference = 0.09, p = .04) and Block 3

(Mean difference = 0.13, p = .001). The presentation of the Pink cue (i.e., preceding innocuous

32˚C stimulus) in Block 1 elicited a larger SCR increase than the presentation of the same cue

in Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.15, p = .003), but not Block 2. There were no differences in the

anticipatory SCR increase throughout the pain anxiety task in response to the presentation of

the Blue cue. There were no other interaction effects (S4 Table).

Subjective intensity ratings

There was no main effect of GROUP on pain intensity ratings (p = .82). There was a main

effect of TEMPERATURE on pain intensity ratings; F(1.27, 62.02) = 275.71, p< .001, η2
p =

.85. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the 45˚C thermal stimuli (M = 6.16, SE = 0.34) were per-

ceived as more intense than the 41˚C (M = 2.56, SE = 0.21, p< .001) and 32˚C (M = 0.31,

SE = 0.07, p< .001) thermal stimuli. The 41˚C thermal stimuli were perceived as more intense

than the 32˚C thermal stimuli (p< .001). There was a main effect of BLOCK on pain intensity

Fig 4. Anticipatory electrophysiological changes during cue presentation. (A) Heart rate change, and (B) Skin conductance response change.

The Purple cue always preceded a 45˚C stimulus, the Orange cue always preceded a 41˚C stimulus, the Pink cue always preceded a 32˚C stimulus,

and the Blue cue always preceded an ambiguous stimulus. Data presented as mean (standard error). * p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g004
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ratings; F(1.59, 77.97) = 7.84, p = .002, η2
p = .14. Post-hoc analyse revealed that thermal stimuli

delivered in Block 1 (M = 3.14, SE = 0.19) were perceived as more intense than thermal stimuli

delivered in Block 3 (M = 2.87, SE = 0.19, p = .007), and thermal stimuli delivered in Block 2

(M = 3.02, SE = 0.18) were perceived as more intense than thermal stimuli delivered in Block 3

(p = .015). There was no main effect of NATURE on pain intensity ratings (i.e., thermal stimuli

preceded by a non-ambiguous cue were perceived as similar to thermal stimuli preceded by an

ambiguous cue; p = .26).

There were NATURE x BLOCK (F(2, 98) = 9.08, p< .001, η2
p = .16), NATURE x TEMPER-

ATURE (F(2, 98) = 11.04, p< .001, η2
p = .18), and TEMPERATURE x BLOCK (F(3.46,

169.75) = 8.21, p< .001, η2
p = .14) interactions. However, these two-way interactions were not

Fig 5. Anticipatory skin conductance response change (CUE x BLOCK) interaction. (A) Purple cue (always preceded a 45˚C stimulus), (B)

Orange cue (always preceded a 41˚C stimulus), (C) Pink cue (always preceded a 32˚C stimulus), and (D) Blue cue (always preceded a stimulus of

ambiguous temperature). Data presented as mean (standard error). * p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g005
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probed due to the overarching three-way NATURE x TEMPERATURE x BLOCK interaction;

F(3.48, 170.74) = 13.73, p< .001, η2
p = .22; Fig 6. Post-hoc analyses revealed that 41˚C thermal

stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue in Block 1 were perceived as more intense than ther-

mal stimuli of the same temperature preceded by a non-ambiguous cue in Block 2 (Mean dif-

ference = 0.90, p< .001) and Block 3 (Mean difference = 1.03, p< .001). The 32˚C thermal

stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue in Block 1 were perceived as more intense than ther-

mal stimuli of the same temperature preceded by a non-ambiguous cue in Block 3 (Mean dif-

ference = 0.16, p = .04). Finally, the 41˚C thermal stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue

delivered in Block 2 were perceived as more intense than thermal stimuli of the same tempera-

ture preceded by an ambiguous cue delivered in Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.45, p = .01).

There was a GROUP x NATURE x TEMPERATURE interaction; F(2, 98) = 3.54, p = .03,

η2
p = .07; S1 Fig. Post-hoc analyses revealed differences at each temperature for the “Hint” par-

ticipants. The 45˚C thermal stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue (M = 6.38, SE = 0.47)

were perceived as more intense than thermal stimuli of the same temperature preceded by an

ambiguous cue (M = 5.90, SE = 0.47, p = .01). The 41˚C thermal stimuli preceded by an ambig-

uous cue (M = 2.78, SE = 0.32) were perceived as more intense than thermal stimuli of the

same temperature preceded by a non-ambiguous cue (M = 2.36, SE = 0.28, p = .001). The 32˚C

thermal stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue (M = 0.38, SE = 0.11) were perceived as more

intense than thermal stimuli of the same temperature preceded by a non-ambiguous cue

(M = 0.24, SE = 0.09, p = .04). There were no differences in pain intensity ratings within the

“No Hint” group. There were no other interaction effects (S5 Table).

Subjective unpleasantness ratings

There was no main effect of GROUP on pain unpleasantness ratings (p = .99). There was a

main effect of TEMPERATURE on pain unpleasantness ratings; F(1.22, 59.76) = 172.16, p<
.001, η2

p = .78. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the 45˚C thermal stimuli (M = 5.33, SE = 0.39)

were perceived as more unpleasant than the 41˚C (M = 1.52, SE = 0.19, p< .001) and 32˚C

(M = 0.13, SE = 0.04, p< .001) thermal stimuli. The 41˚C thermal stimuli were perceived as

Fig 6. Subjective ratings of pain intensity (NATURE x TEMPERATURE x BLOCK). (A) Ratings for thermal stimuli preceded by non-ambiguous

cues, and (B) ratings for thermal stimuli preceded by ambiguous cues. Ratings provided in Block 1 are represented by black bars, ratings provided in

Block 2 are represented by grey bars, while ratings provided in Block 3 are represented by white bars. Data presented as mean (standard error). * p

< .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g006
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more unpleasant than the 32˚C thermal stimuli (p< .001). There was no main effect of

NATURE (p = .44), or BLOCK (p = .08) on pain unpleasantness ratings.

There were NATURE x BLOCK (F(1.72, 84.02) = 7.33, p = .002, η2
p = .13) and TEMPERA-

TURE x BLOCK (F(2.73, 133.98) = 8.47, p< .001, η2
p = .15) interactions. However, these two-

way interactions were not probed due to the overarching three-way NATURE x TEMPERA-

TURE x BLOCK interaction; F(3.36, 164.85) = 10.45, p< .001, η2
p = .18, Fig 7. Post-hoc analy-

ses revealed that for the 41˚C thermal stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue, stimuli

delivered in Block 1 were perceived as more unpleasant than thermal stimuli of the same tem-

perature delivered in Block 2 and Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.66, p< .001, Mean differ-

ence = 0.91, p = .01). Post-hoc analyses also revealed that the 41˚C thermal stimuli preceded by

an ambiguous cue in Block 2 were perceived as more unpleasant than thermal heat stimuli pre-

ceded by an ambiguous cue in Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.38, p = .046). There were no

three-way interactions involving the 45˚C and 32˚C thermal stimuli. There were no other

interaction effects (S6 Table).

Stimulus heart rate change

There was no main effect of GROUP on stimulus HR change (p = .47). There was a main effect

of NATURE on stimulus HR change; F(1, 47) = 4.16, p = .047, η2
p = .08. Post-hoc analyses

revealed that thermal stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue (M = -4.73, SE = 0.27) elicited a

larger HR decrease than thermal stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue (M = -4.36,

SE = 0.32, p = .047). There was also a main effect of BLOCK on stimulus HR change; F(2, 94) =

8.03, p = .001, η2
p = .15. Post-hoc analyses revealed that thermal heat stimuli delivered in Block

2 (M = -4.76, SE = 0.29) and Block 3 (M = -4.80, SE = 0.34) elicited larger HR decreases than

thermal heat stimuli delivered in Block 1 (M = -4.07, SE = 0.29; p = .009 and p = .001, respec-

tively). There was no main effect of TEMPERATURE on stimulus HR change (p = .13).

There was a TEMPERATURE x BLOCK x GROUP interaction; F(3.46, 162.58) = 4.12, p =

.005, η2
p = .08; S2 Fig. Post-hoc analyses revealed that these effects were specific to the “No

Hint” participants, whereby the 45˚C thermal stimuli delivered to “No Hint” participants in

Block 2 (M = -6.11, SE = 0.63) elicited a larger HR decrease than 45˚C thermal stimuli

Fig 7. Subjective ratings of pain unpleasantness (NATURE x TEMPERATURE x BLOCK). (A) Ratings for thermal stimuli preceded by non-

ambiguous cues, and (B) ratings for thermal stimuli preceded by ambiguous cues. Ratings provided in Block 1 are represented by black bars, ratings

provided in Block 2 are represented by grey bars, while ratings provided in Block 3 are represented by white bars. Data presented as mean (standard

error). * p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183650.g007
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delivered to “No Hint” participants in Block 1 (M = -4.63, SE = 0.51, p = .01). In addition, the

32˚C thermal stimuli delivered to “No Hint” participants in Block 3 (M = -5.28, SE = 0.58) elic-

ited a larger HR decrease than 32˚C thermal stimuli delivered to “No Hint” participants in

Block 1 (M = -3.17, SE = 0.41, p = .001). There were no other differences in stimulus HR

response, nor were there any other interaction effects (S7 Table).

Stimulus skin conductance response change

There was no main effect of GROUP on stimulus SCR change (p = .12). There was a main

effect of TEMPERATURE on stimulus SCR change; F(1.07, 50.43) = 41.52, p< .001, η2
p = .47.

Post-hoc analyses revealed that the delivery of 45˚C thermal stimuli (M = 1.01, SE = 0.14) elic-

ited a larger SCR increase than the 41˚C (M = 0.32, SE = 0.05, p< .001) and 32˚C (M = 0.13,

SE = 0.03, p< .001) thermal stimuli. The delivery of the 41˚C thermal stimuli elicited a larger

SCR increase than the delivery of the 32˚C thermal stimuli (p< .001). There was a main effect

of BLOCK on stimulus SCR change; F(1.65, 77.64) = 6.56, p = .004, η2
p = .12. Post-hoc analyses

revealed that thermal stimuli delivered in Block 1 (M = 0.56, SE = 0.07) elicited larger SCR

increases than the delivery of thermal stimuli in Block 2 (M = 0.47, SE = 0.07, p = .02) and

Block 3 (M = 0.43, SE = 0.07, p = 0.02). There was no main effect of NATURE on stimulus

SCR change (p = .88).

There was a NATURE x TEMPERATURE interaction; F(2, 94) = 4.09, p = .02, η2
p = .08.

However, this two-way interaction was not probed due to the overarching three-way NATURE

x TEMPERATURE x BLOCK interaction; F(3.47, 162.89) = 7.71, p< .001, η2
p = .14, S3 Fig.

Post-hoc tests revealed that 41˚C thermal stimuli preceded by a non-ambiguous cue delivered

in Block 1 elicited a larger SCR increase than thermal stimuli of the same temperature pre-

ceded by a non-ambiguous cue delivered in Block 2 and Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.34, p<
.001; Mean difference = 0.38, p< .001, respectively). The 32˚C thermal stimuli preceded by a

non-ambiguous cue delivered in Block 1 and Block 3 elicited larger SCR increases than thermal

stimuli of the same temperature preceded by a non-ambiguous cue delivered in Block 2 (Mean

difference = 0.22, p< .001; Mean difference = 0.17, p = .02, respectively). Finally, the 32˚C

thermal stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue delivered in Block 1 and Block 2 elicited larger

SCR increases than the same temperature stimuli preceded by an ambiguous cue delivered in

Block 3 (Mean difference = 0.25, p< .001; Mean difference = 0.18, p< .01, respectively).

There was a TEMPERATURE x BLOCK x GROUP interaction; F(2.17, 102.16) = 3.97, p =

.019, η2
p = .08; S4 Fig. Post-hoc analyses revealed that for the “Hint” group, the 41˚C thermal

stimuli delivered in Block 1 (M = 0.39, SE = 0.08) elicited a larger SCR increase than the same

temperature stimuli delivered in Block 2 (M = 0.21, SE = 0.09, p = .01) and Block 3 (M = 0.13,

SE = 0.08, p = 0.01). For the “Hint” group, the 32˚C delivered in Block 1 (M = 0.18, SE = 0.06)

elicited a larger SCR increase than the same temperature stimuli delivered in Block 2

(M = 0.04, SE = 0.04, p = .01). For the “No Hint” group, the 32˚C thermal stimuli delivered in

Block 1 (M = 0.29, SE = 0.06) elicited a larger SCR increase than the same stimuli delivered in

Block 3 (M = 0.10, SE = 0.06, p = .001). There were no other interaction effects (S8 Table).

Discussion

The present study investigated the effects of explicit cueing, and the uncertain nature of spe-

cific cues, on anticipatory anxiety and arousal when experiencing repeated painful thermal

stimulations, and whether these effects changed over the task. The results showed that the

effects of explicit cueing (i.e., being forewarned of the relationship between a visual cue and its

paired thermal stimulus) were limited to subjective anticipatory anxiety. There was no overall

effect of explicit cueing on the perceived intensity and unpleasantness of the thermal heat
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stimuli. Furthermore, there was no effect of explicit cueing on electrophysiological arousal in

anticipation of, or in response to, the delivery of a thermal heat stimulus.

The finding that explicit cueing enhanced anticipatory anxiety is in line with previous

research, where priming patients with expectations of pain prior to a potentially painful event

results in greater levels of self-reported anxiety [52]. Participants who had a priori knowledge

of the cue-stimulus pairings (i.e., the “Hint” group) reported higher anxiety in response to the

presentation of the Purple (preceding the 45˚C stimulus) cue compared to the Blue (ambigu-

ous), Orange (41˚C), and Pink (32˚C) cues. However, the participants who did not have a pri-

ori knowledge of the cue-stimulus pairings (i.e., the “No Hint” group) did not report different

levels of subjective anxiety in response to the different cues, and had lower anticipatory anxiety

overall compared to the “Hint” group. Therefore, being aware of the meaning of the relation-

ship between a cue and stimulus in an experimental situation increased anticipatory anxiety.

The current study did not replicate previously reported findings of explicit cueing on antici-

patory electrophysiological responses [14, 21, 32], subjective ratings of pain intensity and

unpleasantness [30, 31], and the electrophysiological responses during the delivery of the stim-

ulus. Previous studies propose that being aware of a potentially painful stimulus induces activ-

ity in the amygdala that potentiates defensive startle reflexes in preparation for defensive

action [53–55]. The amygdala activation also elicits activity in the sweat glands, increasing the

SCR, leads to cardiovascular activity that elicits HR deceleration, and increases sensitivity to

acute pain [14, 21, 30–32, 56]. The lack of a main effect of explicit cueing on the electrophysio-

logical anticipation and subjective experience of pain suggests that the manipulation of explicit

cueing in the current study was essentially non-apparent.

Despite the limited effects of explicit cueing on the anticipation and experience of pain, there

were widespread effects of the nature of the cue presented prior to stimulus delivery. These

effects were observed to vary throughout the duration of the task, whereby subjective ratings of

anticipatory anxiety, pain intensity, and pain unpleasantness, and electrophysiological responses

changed across blocks. These findings may be partly explained by a modification of the intero-
ceptive predictive coding model [57–59]. Predictive coding refers to the phenomenon whereby

the brain continually produces models of the surrounding environment based on information

that is currently available in the environment and memories of previous similar environments,

to predict or anticipate sensory input [60]. Put more simply, the brain dictates how we perceive,

and react to, internal and external nociceptive sensations based on all currently available infor-

mation in the surrounding environment, and from past experiences and memories [3, 61].

There were no effects of explicit cueing on the anticipatory electrophysiological responses,

but there were differences in the change in HR and SCR depending on the colour of the pre-

sented cue. The presentation of the blue cue (preceding stimuli of an ambiguous temperature)

resulted in larger decreases in HR compared to the other visual cues. Likewise, the anticipatory

SCR increase was larger in response to the blue cue compared to the other visual cues. Collec-

tively these results are consistent with previous findings showing increased electrophysiologi-

cal activity during the presentation of a cue that threatens pain [16, 21, 32]. The enhanced

anticipatory electrophysiological responses to the ambiguous cue can be interpreted in terms

of predictability and uncertainty, in line with the interoceptive predictive coding model. The

presentation of the blue cue was associated with uncertainty, as the following thermal stimulus

could be any of the three stimulus temperatures, one of which was quite painful. In contrast,

the presentation of the remaining three cues could be associated with a predictable thermal

stimulus, as the purple, orange, and pink cues always preceded 45˚C, 41˚C, and 32˚C thermal

stimuli, respectively. The uncertainty associated with the blue cue may have resulted in neuro-

physiological activity (possibly via the amygdala), leading to increased SCR and greater HR

deceleration when anticipating the stimulus [14, 32]. The current findings suggest that through
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interoceptive predictive coding, as participants progress through the task and become more

familiar with the relationship between the cues and the thermal stimuli they become less anx-

ious about (and reactive to) cues that are associated with little or no pain, and more anxious

about cues that are (or might be) associated with more intense pain.

There were a number of changes in subjective and electrophysiological responses over time

(i.e., across blocks) for the pain anxiety task. As the task progressed, participants became less

anxious (i.e., they reported lower anticipatory anxiety and displayed decreased electrophysio-

logical arousal) when presented with cues that were paired with a lower temperature thermal

stimulus (i.e., the Orange and Pink cues). In contrast, participants appeared to become more

anxious when presented with the cue that was paired with a higher temperature thermal stimu-

lus (i.e., the Purple cue), or with a cue that was paired with a thermal stimulus of ambiguous

temperature (i.e., the Blue cue). Again, these results can be interpreted via the predictive cod-

ing model, where the subjective and electrophysiological anticipatory responses to the visual

cues change throughout the task as a result of participants becoming more familiar with the

predictability and the uncertainty of the cues. Participants reported a decrease in the perceived

intensity and unpleasantness of the thermal stimuli, particularly for the 41˚C thermal stimuli

(and not the 45˚C or 32˚C stimuli), but displayed an increase in electrophysiological arousal as

the task progressed.

The ambiguous cue appeared to impact the perception of the intensity of the moderate

(41˚C) and high (45˚C) temperature stimuli differently. For higher temperature stimuli, an

ambiguous cue increased subjective intensity, but for the lower temperatures, it decreased per-

ceived intensity. This finding is consistent with previous work on the divergent effects of fear

(an immediate alarm reaction to a present threat, characterised by impulses to escape) and

anxiety (a future-oriented emotion characterised by negative affect and apprehensive anticipa-

tion of potential threats) on pain perception performed by Rhudy et al. [56]. In the study by

Rhudy et al., fear resulted in a decrease in pain sensitivity, whereas anxiety lead to an increase

in pain sensitivity. The findings of the current study suggest that (for the stimuli of a lower

temperature) the presentation of the ambiguous cue enhanced anticipatory anxiety about the

stimulus, and increased sensitivity to the subsequent stimulus. This effect was seen only for the

subjective intensity of the stimulus, but not the perceived unpleasantness. The absence of such

an interaction for the subjective ratings of pain unpleasantness was interesting, yet consistent

with the fact that we know that pain unpleasantness is only partially related to stimulus inten-

sity, and that there are a range of other factors that influence affective experiences of pain, such

as emotional arousal [62].

There were divergent electrophysiological responses to the delivery of the thermal heat sti-

muli across the blocks of the pain anxiety task. The thermal stimuli delivered in Block 1 elicited

the smallest HR deceleration, compared to Block 2 and Block 3, but thermal stimuli delivered

in Block 1 elicited the largest SCR increase in Block 1, compared to Block 2 and Block 3. That

is, the magnitude of HR deceleration to the thermal stimulus increased as the task progressed,

but the increase in SCR to the thermal stimulus decreased as the task progressed. The progres-

sive decrease in the SCR to stimulus delivery throughout the blocks of the pain anxiety task

suggests that participants became desensitised, or habituated, to the thermal heat stimuli. Con-

sequently, there may be a reduction of the sympathetic nervous system response to the thermal

heat stimuli as the task progresses, but no such reduction for the parasympathetic nervous sys-

tem. This habituation was also seen in the subjective ratings of pain intensity, where the ratings

in the third block of the task were significantly lower than the ratings in the first two blocks.

The progressive increase in HR deceleration to thermal stimuli throughout the experiment

was unexpected, however, for two reasons. First, previous research has reported that (after an

initial reduction) HR should rise as participants are exposed to experimentally-induced pain
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[9]. Second, we would expect the HR deceleration to become less pronounced if habituation

was occurring. One possible explanation for these unexpected findings is that there may be a

surge of inhibitory parasympathetic activity following the delivery of the stimulus (and the

level of activity in the parasympathetic nervous system increases as the task progresses) to re-

establish homeostatic balance, which further decreases HR [63].

Strengths and limitations

A key strength of this study was that both the experimenter and participants were rigorously

blinded to the group allocation. It may be possible that previous empirical studies that did not

follow such blinding may have introduced potential biases. A second strength was the use of

various stimulus temperatures within the task (i.e., 45˚C, 41˚C, and 32˚C), rather than simply

a painful and non-painful stimulus option. Selecting a range of stimulus temperatures

(designed to cover a range of responses from not at all painful through to moderately painful)

allowed us to examine the intricacies in the subjective experience of pain across a larger stimu-

lus-response range. Finally, in accordance with our experimental design, the temperatures uti-

lised in this study were sufficiently different from each other (i.e., 45˚C stimuli perceived as

more intense and unpleasant than the 41˚C and 32˚C; 41˚C stimuli perceive as more intense

and unpleasant than 32˚C stimuli).

Several limitations of this study should be noted. First, the participants were young, healthy

participants who did not have any current or prior medical or psychological condition that

would increase sensitivity to pain. The results might therefore not generalise to older persons,

or to clinical (i.e., a chronic pain) populations, who may display altered subjective and physio-

logical responses when exposed to a potentially painful stimulus or event. Second, the findings

may not generalise to other forms of noxious somatosensory stimulation (e.g., mechanical,

chemical etc.) as we only used thermal heat stimuli. Third, participants were unable to provide

ratings of subjective anxiety, pain intensity, and pain unpleasantness until the end of the four

second stimulus delivery period. While we clearly instructed participants to indicate their level

of anxiety at the time prior to the onset of the stimulus, the ratings may have been affected by

the stimulus intensity. Nonetheless, the retrospective rating of anticipatory anxiety may have

been impacted by the subsequent temperature and perceiving intensity or unpleasantness of

the thermal stimulus. It is possible that participants did not rate each individual stimulus as a

unique entity, rather providing the same subjective ratings in response to the visual cues and

stimulus intensities regardless of the stage of the experimental task. However, the collection of

ratings at the conclusion of the trial or the task, rather than following the presentation of the

visual cue, is consistent with previous research investigating the effects of cueing, fear, and

threat on the anticipation and experience of pain [15, 16, 32, 33, 36, 37].

Fourth, the thermal heat stimulus temperatures applied were consistent for all participants

(i.e., all participants received stimulations of 45˚C, 41˚C, and 32˚C). It is possible that if the

stimulus temperatures utilised in this experiment were personalised to individual pain sensitiv-

ities then explicit cueing may have had a larger effect, which may explain the absence of an

effect of explicit cueing on the perceived intensity and unpleasantness of the stimuli. It is

important to note, however, that previous studies investigating fear and threat on the anticipa-

tion and experience of pain have utilised standardised stimulus temperatures and intensities

[32, 33, 36]. Finally, we did not specifically ask participants whether they had identified the

relationship between the colour of the visual cue and the temperature of the following thermal

stimulus. However, nine of the 26 participants in the “No Hint” group (35%) freely com-

mented during debriefing at the end of the session that they had either learned, or had become

suspicious of, the relationship between the colour of the visual cue and the temperature of the
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following thermal stimulus at some point throughout the pain anxiety task. With respect to the

implicit learning literature, a free report of 35% is relatively high [64]. Had we specifically

ascertained this information at the end of the testing session (e.g., through a simple question-

naire) then additional informative analyses could have been performed to further characterise

learning effects. The use of a questionnaire, or other measure of awareness of the association

may have provided more conclusive evidence about how many participants in the “No Hint”

group had become aware of the association between the colour of the cue and the temperature

of the paired thermal stimulus [64].

Conclusions

Our results offer evidence of a subtle yet significant effect of explicit cueing on anticipatory

anxiety prior to the delivery of a painful thermal stimulus. More robust effects of ambiguous

cueing were observed, whereby painful stimuli preceded by ambiguous and non-ambiguous

cues were perceived at different intensities, depending on the temperature of the stimulus. Pre-

dictive coding of experimentally-induced painful stimuli influences the subjective and

electrophysiological anticipation and experience of the stimuli. Further studies are now

required to identify the influence of subjective anxiety on the physiological response to the

anticipation and delivery of repeated painful thermal stimulations in older and clinical (e.g.,

chronic pain) populations, and to further examine the varying nature of subjective responses

to a mildly painful thermal heat stimulus.
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